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Abstract 
Conti, P. and C. Traverso, Computing the conductor of an integral extension, Discrete Apphed 
Mathematics 33 (1991) 6!-72. 
In this paper we describe algorithms to solve different problems in commutative algebra These 
algorithms are linked by the fact that they are useful in considering integral extensions (integral 
closure, weak integral closure, etc.). 
The first algorithm computes the conductor of an extension of rings. The algorithm is based 
on the computation of the inverse image of a submodule relative to a module homomorphism. 
This problem is solved lifting suitably to free modules over polynomial rings. To complete the 
computation of the conductor one has to represent an integral extension as a finitely presented 
module; we give an algorithm for this, that at the same time verifies that the extension is integral. 
Other algorithms are given, that test subring inclusion and birational equivalence. These 
algorithms are not strictly necessary to perform the conductor computation, but are in some sense 
connected to the former problem, since if the answer to these tests is negative then the conductor 
is trivial. 
1. Notations 
We use the standard notations for Griibner bases: on a Ring R = k[X] we have 
a term ordering that allows to identify the leading term b(f) of a polynomialf, and 
this term orderi ositive: the term 1 is the minimal ter 
EC(f) and the leading monomial Lm( f) are such that 
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Moreover, if R = k[X, Y ] is a polynomial ring in a set of indeterminates split into 
two parts, X= {Xi>, Y= { yj}, we say that a term ordering on R is an elimination 
term ordering for X if Xi> Y L for each i and any multi-index L. We say that it is 
a strong elimination term ordering for X if XL > XM a XL >X”YN for every 
multi-indices L, M, N. 
If G is a Grobner basis of an ideal I c k[X] , any element $ of k[X ]/I can be uni- 
quely represented byan element of k[X]. This is obtained-taking any representative 
f e k[X] of j, and applying to it the total reduction procedure defined by G. The 
resulting element is called the canonical representative of T. 
2. The Buehberger algorithm for modules 
It is widely known that the definition of Grobner basis and the Buchberger 
algorithm to compute it can be extended to submodules of a free module over a 
polynomial ring (the original setting is for ideals of polynomial rings, i.e., for sub- 
modules of a rank one free module). It is possible to rephrase the whole construction 
[4,1], but it is also possible to use the Buchberger algorithm for rings in the follow- 
ing way. 
Assume that A = k[X], and that we have a free module L =A’ with generators 
Y=(Y,, l **9 YJ, and a submodule M generated by mr, . . . , n-z,, mi = C au Yj. We con- 
sider the polynomial ring B =A [Y], isomorphic to the symmetric algebra over L. 
Then A’ is isomorphic to the A-submodule of B composed of the polynomials 
homogeneous in Y of degree 1. In B we consider the ideal 1M’ generated by 1M and 
all monomials in Y of degree 2. Then a (usual) Griibner basis of 1M’ is composed 
by a (module) Grobner basis of M and of all monomials of degree 2 in Y. So we 
can use the Buchberger algorithm for ideals to compute a Grobner basis of a 
module. This algorithm is also a good one, provided that we recall that all 
monomials in Y of degree 2are in M’, hence all critical pairs such that the least com- 
mon multiple of the leading terms has degree larger than 1 in Ir’ are useless pairs. 
Another approach is the following: consider the ideal IM” of A[Y] generated by 
the miD Then this ideal is homogeneous in the variables Yj, and its intersection with 
the submodule of A [Y] composed of polynomials homogeneous in Y of degree 1 
is M. A Grobner basis of A4 is given by the degree 1 elements of a Grobner basis 
of MN. If one is not interested in 1M” but only in M, one can stop the Buchberger 
algorithm as soon as the critical pairs of degree 1 in Y have been processed. 
Both approaches lead to the same computations, that coincide in turn with the 
version for modules of the Buchberger algorithm in [4]. This remark can be used 
(and indeed was used at least in two different occasions) to transform any im- 
plementation of the uchberger algorithm for rings in an implementation for 
modules. 
e resulting algorithm is not space fficient, since 
one uses one full variable just for monomials bounded to 1 in degree; it looks like 
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using the Buchberger algorithm for Gaussian elimination of linear equations. 
It is well known [ 1,4] that the Buchberger algorithm has as subproduct the deter- 
mination of a set of generators of the module of relations between a given set of 
generators of a submodule M of a free module. More precisely, aset of generators 
{mi} of a submodule of a free module defines a linear map Am A A”, and we 
can find an integer k and a map Ak A A’” such that 
Ak 
w d, 
w Am -L A” 
is exact. Indeed, one can find a free resolution of a submodule of a free module, 
but we will mainly use the first step of this resolution. 
This remark can be applied to any explicitly finitely presented module M: the 
finite presentation corresponds to an exact sequence 
A’n -% An -&Z-O 
and the Buchberger algorithm allows to extend the presentation to a resolution 
Ak 
v @ 7t 
- Am - An - M-0. 
This will be our main tool. 
3. Inverse images 
Let h/l, N be free A-modules, A = k[X); let @ : M-r N be an A-module homomor- 
phism, and K a submodule of N. We want to compute @-‘Kc M. We assume that 
we have bases ml, . . . , m,, nl, . . . , n, of M and N, that @ is given through a matrix 
a 0, such that @(mi) = C aunj, and that we know a set of generators kr, . . . , k, of K, 
I$= C bonj. Our answer should be a finite set of elements of M, being the 
generators of @-‘K. 
Apparently, it seems that we have to sp!it the algorithm in two steps: 
(1) find K’ = K n e(M), 
(2) lift K’ to IV. 
However we show that one of the possible forms of the intersection algorithm (and 
probably one of its better forms) has as subproduct precisely our answer. So we 
analize an algorithm that computes the intersection of two submodules of a free 
module. 
Let A’ --f-+ AS be a linear map. Then 8 corresponds toan s x r matri:: with coef- 
ficients in A, and its columns span a submodule of AS that is the image of 8. 
The Buchberger algorithm for modules gives a map Ak ‘7, A’ such that 
is exact. In particular, the image of q is the kernel of 8. he map rl is given by a 
matrix, whose columns are a set of generators of the irst module of syzygies of the 
map 8. 
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Consider the map A’ -% AS =N given by the matrix (b& and the map M= 
A’ * AS = N, that is given by the matrix (au). Consider the map A’+‘-@@’ ) AS, 
the map A’+’ -% A’ (the projection) and a map Ak --% A’+’ such that the se- 
quence 
Ak 2 A’+’ - A 
mw s 
is exact; he kernel H of @@ t,~ is composed of elements (a, p), a eAr, /?E A’, such 
that @a+ y/3= 0, hence Q! E nH if and only if there exists BE A’ such that 
@a = -@; but since VA’ =K, we have nH = @-‘K. 
Hence we have an algorithm to compute @-‘K, and this algorithm is substantial- 
ly the Buchberger algorithm, with respect toa term ordering whatsoever, for a basis 
of K+ @AI. 
Now we show that the above algorithm can be used to compute the inverse image 
of a submodule K of an A-module N under a module morphism @J : M-, N, with 
the only condition that A is a quotient of a polynomial ring and M, N are finite 
modules. 
Assume A = k[X]/I for a suitable ideal I with generators {~~}~+<k. Any finitely -- 
presented A-module M, 
fP 
A’* As---,A4---,0 
allows a presentation as k[X]-module 
k[X]r+sn 5 k[Xls---+ IV---, 0 
where Y: k[X]r@(k[X]n)S+ k[XIS is a sum of two maps: the first one, 
@ : k[X]‘+ k[XIS is defined lifting from A to k[X] the matrix defining @ : A’+ AS, 
the other one, Z7:(k[X]n)S -+ k[XIS is the product of s times the map 
k[X]” A k[X] 3 A, defined by the generators of I, that presents A as 
k[X]-module. 
From now on we can hence assume that A is a polynomial ring k[X]. 
Let now M, N be finitely presented k[X]-modules, and @ : N -+ M a linear map; 
let mj, ni be generators of M, N respectively, and @(ni) = C aumj. We have presen- 
tations 
k[XIR --% k[X]‘---4&-+0, 
k[X]’ 5 k[X]S--+N--+O 
and we can lift @ to a commutative diagram 
cp 
k[XIS - k[Xl’ 
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defining @ through the matrix (au). The inverse image of @(N) in k[X]’ is the im- 
age of ~Or~:k[~]~+k[X]S-,k[Xl’. We have hence another commutative 
diagram 
@’ 
k[X]S+R - WI' 
7@0 I e @ 1 
N -M 
and now &m(@)= Im(Qi). We call these liftings image liftings. These liftings 
allow to solve inverse image problems: if we have morphisms 
and we lift these morphisms to free modules 
Y @ 
K’ -i -M’-N 
4 w I@ @ I’ 
K-M-N 
in such a way that @ is an image lifting, then to compute &@N one can compute 
n!P-‘@N’. Hence the problem is reduced to a problem on free modules, that we 
have solved at the beginning of the section. 
We remark also that we are now able to compute the intersection of submodules 
of a given module, without any freeness assumption, since intersections are a special 
kind of inverse images. 
4. The conductor 
Let A be a ring, B 2 A a ring extension; the conductor D of the extension is the 
largest A-ideal that is also a B-ideal (equivalently, the largest B-ideal contained in 
A). Clearly, D={afzA 1 a&A}. 
If the conductor is not the zero ideal, then B is an integral extension, and if 
moreover B is a domain then B and A are birational (have the same quotient field). 
Ii is a &&A ihetiFeili ihzii if A is 2 domain and B is an integral hirational exten- 
sion then the conductor is not the zero ideal: it contains all the universal denomi- 
nators of A. We want to show how to compute this conductor. 
Assume that we have a set (bi} 15 iln of as A-algebra. An ele- 
ment b E B is in the conductor if and only if b EA and be bi EA for every i; this can 
be described as fo!!ows. Let & : _ _ A --) 3 be defined putting @i(a) = a v bi. Remark 
that @ is an A-module homomorphism. 
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The conductor D is equal to r)@;‘A. This is a special case of module intersec- 
tion and the inverse image problem, that was solved in the previous ection. Hence, 
to compute the conductor, we need to give a presentation of B as A-module. 
Here we give a description how to obtain such a presentation; a proof of these 
assertion is contained in [2]. 
Assume that B=k[X, Y]/I, A =k[Y]/lnk[Y], and that we have a Grobner basis 
G of I with respect of an elimination term ordering for X. This is not restrictive, 
since from one presentation of B one can find another presentation of the type 
needed. 
This is the technique of tag variables [7]: whenever we have rings A = k[~~] E B = 
k[X]/I, ai = J(X) + I, we make a new representation of B, adding a variable yi for 
each j$ and representing B= k[X, Y]/J, where J is the sum of Ik[X, Y] and the 
ideal generated by J+-J(X). In this situation, A = k[Y]/Jn k[Y], and Jn k[Y] 
can be found computing aGrobner basis G of J with respect to an elimination term 
ordering. 
We have the following criterion: 
Theorem 4.1. B is an integral extension of A if and only if for every Xi EX there 
exists gi E G such that Lt(gi) = fin,. In that case, a set of generators of B as A- 
module is given by the set A?Z composed of the images in B of the XL that are not 
divided by any Lt of elements of G. 
In this way we have a description of the A-module B as finite A-module; this gives 
a module morphism @: A N+ B. ‘To obtain a presentation, one has to give a set of 
generators of the relations between the elements of A, i.e., a set of generators of 
ker @; this can be made with the technique of tag variables, adding one indeter- 
minate for every element of .M, and computing aGrobner basis for a suitable term 
ordering; however, one has amuch simpler description that does not involve further 
Grobner basis computations. 
Consider any element gE G such that Lt(g) is not a power of the X (i.e., Y has 
positive degree in Lt(g)), and a monomial X6 such that XLLt(g) is not equal to 
any Y”XHLt(gi), for suitable M, Hand i, such that either M>O or XH<XL. 
Remark that for every g we have only a finite number of XL satisfying the con- 
dition, since XL has to be in A. 
Consider now a! =XLLt(g), and let p be its canonical representative mod I. 
Remark that both a and p are linear combinations, with coefficients in k[Y), of 
; moreover a- /?E I, hence Q -,?3 identifies an element of the kernel 
described above. 
ve that these elements generat 
ring) thus givi 
ted the algorithm to compute the conductor. 
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S. Auxiliary algorithms 
In this section we generalize two results of [a], that were stated there only for 
polynomial rings, but are valid, with almost he same proof, also for quotients of 
polynomial rings. 
The situation is the following: let R = k[X]/1 be a ring, {ai}, {bj} subsets of R. 
Let A = k[aJ, B= k[bj]m We describe algorithms to: 
(1) test if BcA; 
(2) assuming that R is a domain, test if A and B are birational, i.e., if the quotient 
field of A and B are the same. 
With the tag variable technique, we may assume R=k[X, Y]/J and A = 
k[Y]/Jfl k[Y], and that we have a Grobner basis G of J with respect to an elimina- 
tion term ordering. 
In this setting, the following is true: 
Theorem 5.1. c=g(X) + JE R is an element of A if and only if the canonical 
representative of g(X) with respect o G is an element of k [ Y]. 
Proof. The “if” part being obvious, let g’(X9 Y) be the representative of c with 
respect to G; if c E A, then c = h(Y) + J, hence g’(x, y) is also the canonical represen- 
tative of h(Y). But a canonical representative of an element of k[Y] can only be an 
element of k[Y], since the term ordering is an elimination term ordering. 0 
This allows to describe an inclusion test for subrings of R: if B= k[bj] is another 
subring of R, to test Bc A it is sufficient o test whether the representatives of the 
bj are in k[Y]. 
In the special case that B= R, we deduce from this remark the following theorem 
that generalizes a result given in [6] for the case that R is a polynomial ring: 
Theorem 5.2. A = R [f and on&y if the reduced Griibner basis G contains elements 
gi such that gi=Xi+@(Y). 
Proof. (only if) We have Xi - e(f) = 0, hence w = w(X, T) = Xi .- q(T) 
thus in G an element g whose Lt is equal to Xi; let g = Xi -t a + /3, where a contains 
the monomials with positive degree in the Xi. We want to show that CT = 0. 
Consider the reduction procedure for w, which abuts to 0: the first step gives 
-a -p + @. The hypothesis on the order implies that Lt(-a - j3 -t @) = Lt(a) if a 
Hence Lt(a) can be reduced, and this contradicts he hypothesis that 
Grobner basis. 
The converse implication is trivia 
e birationality test, we first generalize another esult of [6]: 
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Theorem 5.3. In the same situation as above, assuming moreover that the term 
ordering is a strong elimination term ordering, we have that A is birational to R if 
and on& i_f G contains elements giwhose leading term is xi YL1 for each variable xi 
and suitable Li. 
roof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Xi< xi if i>j. The condi- 
tion on the term ordering implies then that if Lt(f) =XiYL, then no Xj with j< i ap- 
pears in f, and Xi does not appear multiplied by other xl. Hence f=xi@(Y) + 
v(Xi+ 1, l ** 9 x,, Y). With this remark, the same proof given by [6] in the case that R 
is a polynomial ring applies here. Cl 
To test birationality in the general case, we have to show that this case can be 
reduced to the previous situation. This can be done, if B c A, finding a representa- 
tion of A as quotient of a polynomial ring by the technique of tag variables, then 
applying the above theorem; in the general case, we have that A = k[aJ and B= 
k[bj] are birational if and only if they are both birational to C= k[ai, bj]. 
6. Examples 
Up to now, the algorithm to compute the conductor has not been implemented; 
it is however not difficult to use the existing implementations of Grobner basis 
algorithm to perform computer assisted computations. 
We show two examples. The first is a simple one, where the computations can 
be performed by hand. We follow the description of the algorithm only up to a 
point: the computation of the inverse image of maps between free modules is in this 
case quite evident, and we simply remark it. We hope that this simple example can 
help in understanding the algorithm: the algorithm that we wrote in a first version 
was more complicated, and studying this example we have found a simpler form. 
In this section, maps between free modules are given in the form of matrices, with 
respect o the canonical basis. 
Consider A = k[t’, t3] C_ k[t] = B. Add tag variables X, Y for t2, t3, we obtain 
B = k[ t, x, y]/l, and a Griibner basis for I is (t2 - x, tx - y, ty - x2, x3 - y2), Hence 
A = k[x, y]/(x3 -y2), and B is generated, as A-module, by 1 and t, with relations 
(-,‘) (deduced from tx-y) and (-,“‘) (deduced from ty -x2): we have a presentation 
A2 (-x’ -..) 
and a presentation 
(x3 - Y2) 
k]x,y] - 
42 -B-O, 
k [x9 VI -A-O. 
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From these we deduce a presentation 
( 
-y -x2 x3-y2 0 
WY14 x y 0 x3-y2 ) ,k[x,y]* - B - 0. 
Following the proof, we have maps 
A - B+-=---A 
from which we deduce maps 
0 0 
k[x,yl t 
( 
1 -y --x2x3-y2 0 
k[x,Y]2 ( .O x y ’ *3-y2 > k5[x,y] 
1 t 1 
A B 
I 
1 
A 
We have to compute now the intersection of the two images; one sees directly that 
this intersection is generated by (t) and (t); one has to put! it back to k[x, y], then 
push it to A, obtaining a submodule of A (an ideal) generated by x and y. This is 
the conductor. 
Here is a more complicated example, that was completed with computer 
assistance. 
Let A = k[x*, x3,y2, xy] c k[x, y] = B. Add tag variables a, b, c, d; a Grobner basis 
for the ideal (x2 - a, x3 - b, y* - c, xy - d) is 
(ac - d*, a3 - b*, a*b* - b*q ad4 - b2C2, d6 - b2c3) 
Utu *-c,xy-d,x*-a) 
U(xc-yd,yb--ad,xb-a*,ya-xd,xa-b,xd*-bc,yd3-bc*) 
the three parts being the relations between the (a, b, c, d), the relations that show that 
(1,x, y) generate B and the relations between the generators (1, x,y) of B as A- 
module. 
We have to take the intersection of two inverse images (multiplication by x and 
y); the first diagram is 
cd 
k[a, b,c,d13 - k[a, b,c,d]23 
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where 
0 -ad -a2 0 -b -bc bc2 ac-d2 0 0 
0 b-da d2 0 0 ac-d2 0 8.. 
0 -d b 0 a 0 0 d3 0 0 ac-d2 I 
and the dots stand for 4 triples of columns corresponding to the remaining relations 
between (a, b, c, d). The only difference for the second diagram is that the left arrow 
corresponds to 
0 
11 
0 . 
1 
We computed the two inverse images: the first is generated by (a, b, d2), and the 
second by (b, ad, ac - d2, a2, d3). Their intersection is (b, ad, ac - d2, a2, d3) = 
x3A + x3yA + OA + x4A + x3y3A = x3B, that is the conductor. 
The results can aiso be checked with another method, that works for subalgebras 
of a polynomial algebra that are generated by monomials: compute the set of 
monomials in A and find the largest subset that is closed by multiplication by the 
indeterminates. One remarks easily that the set of monomials is 
{Y 
2n + 2, xy2n + 1, x2y2tz + 2, l x3 + tnyn 1, n, m E ~hl 
and the conductor is x3k[x, y]. To find its generators as .&module, one has to in- 
tersect it with A; this can be performed by eliminating x and y from (x3, x2-a, 
x3-b,y2-c,xy-d). 
This third example shows another feature, and we exhibit in it a few shortcuts for 
the computation (with less details). 
Let A = k[x2, y3, xy2] c k[x, y] = B. Add tag variables a, b, c; a Grobner basis for 
the ideal (x2 - a, y3 - b, xy2 - c) is 
(a3b4 - c6) 
U( x2-a,y3-b,xy2-c) 
u(bx - cy, aby - c2, c3x - a2b2, c4y - a2b3, ay2 - cx, cxy - ab, c2y2 - ab2) 
and we have to add bxy- cy2 to the third part to find all the relations between 1, 
x, y, xy, y2 that generate B as A-module. 
Now we have to compute intersections of the k[a, b, cl-module generated by 
1, bx-cy, aby-c2, c3x-a2b2, c4y-a2b3, ay2-cx, cxy-ab, 
c2y2 - ab2, bxy - cy2, a3b4 - c6, (a3b4 - c6)x, (a3b4 - c6)y, 
(a3b4 - c6)xy, (a3b4 - c6)y2 
(being the inverse image of A) with other modules, so we compute at once its 
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Crobner basis, that is 
(1, CXY, bxy - cy2, cx - ay2, bx - cy, c2y2, c2y - aby2) 
and intersect it with the modules generated by x, y, xy, y2 respectively, obtaining 
(c’n; ab2x), (aby, &j, (cxy, a2b3xy), (c2y2, a2b2y2). 
Now we have to intersect the ideals of A, 
(c", ab2) i7 (ab, cd) f’l (c, a2b3) n (c”, a2b2) = (cd, ab2c, abc3, a2b3) = x3y8B 
and this is the conductor. This too can be checked with the alternative method 
sketched above. 
We do not show the computations that we have made also for subrings A that 
are not generated by monomials, since in this case usually the computations have 
very long intermediate results. We only give one result: the conductor of A = 
k[x2,y3,xy-x-y]Ck[x,y]=B, if we let x2=a, y3=b, xy-x-y=c, is generated 
as A-ideal by 
a2b-3ac2-2c3-a2-2ab-6rrc-3c2-a+b, 
c4 + 2abc + 3ac2 + 4c3 + 2ab + 4ac - 2bc + 3c2 + a - 2b, 
ac3 + 3a2c + 9ac2 + 3c3 + 3a2 + 9ac + 3c2 + a, 
abc2 + 8abc + 8ac2 + 3bc2 + 6c3 + 7ab + lOac + 6c2 + 2a - 3b 
and as B-idea! by 
x4y’ - 3x4y2 - 2x3y3 + 6x4y + 1 2x3y2 + 4x2y3 - 4x4 - 1 8x3y - 1 8x2y2 - 
6xy3+8x3+ 18x2y+ 12xy2+3y3-4x2-6xy-3y2. 
Note added in proof 
The algorithm described in this paper (or rather an optimized version of it) is now 
part of the standard distribution of the system AIP I [8]. Another implementation 
in the system Scratchpad-II is in preparation. 
In our experience, the hardest part of the algorithm is the computation of the 
Grobner basis needed to represent he subalgebra s a quotient of a polynomial ring 
with the technique of the tag variables. 
The optimizations used in this implementation have led to a better understanding 
of the Buchberger algorithm for modules, syzygies and intersections, [9]. 
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